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Abstract—The growing demand for video streaming is straining the current Internet, and mandating a novel approach to
future Internet paradigms. The advent of Information-Centric
Networks (ICN) promises a novel architecture for addressing
this exponential growth in data trafﬁc, with ubiquitous caching
to facilitate video delivery. In this paper, we present a novel
in-network video caching policy in ICN, named StreamCache,
catering to variable video contents with different sizes and bit
rates. Our objective is improving the average throughput of users
which consequently enhances the Quality of Experience (QoE),
under the heterogeneity of users’ devices and network conditions. StreamCache is a popularity-based policy, which operates
distributively at routers, designed for the online processing in
order to narrow the gap between the ofﬂine theoretical optimal
solution and the real-world application. StreamCache operates in
rounds, making caching decisions based on video request statistics
and minimal cache coordination. We show that, StreamCache
achieves near-optimal performance compared with the ofﬂine
benchmark scheme, DASCache and outperforms current state-ofthe-art protocols, such as ProbCache by presenting an elaborate
evaluation carried out on ndnSIM, over NS-3.
Keywords—Dynamic adaptive streaming; Content-centric network; In-network caching; Heuristic design; Popularity index.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The dynamics of Internet, which have scaled adequately
over the past twenty years, are currently faltering under the
growth of data demand. According to Cisco’s Visual Networking Index (VNI) [1], by 2019, it is projected that the global
Internet trafﬁc would surpass 89 thousand petabytes per month.
More importantly, among all types of data trafﬁc, Internet
video amounts to a considerable percentage: around 80% in
conservative estimates [1]. This trend presents challenges for
both video content providers (such as YouTube and Netﬂix)
and Internet service providers on how to deliver multimedia to
the end users in an efﬁcient way.
This problem led to the standardization of MPEG Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming [2] which currently operates on HTTP
protocol (DASH). This dynamic approach provides a timeshift control on media requests according to varying network
conditions experienced by each user and adapts automatically
between versions of each video in order to serve the most
suitable bit rate and reduce stalls in the playback.
While in recent years, a rising concern for the scalability
and efﬁciency of the Internet has resulted in the emergence of
Information-Centric Networks (ICN) [3]. They are proposed
as the next generation of the Internet, designed to intrinsically handle large content and distribute it via network layer
primitives. In ICN, the core premise is adapting to content,
and catering to both consumers and producers, rather than
adopting the client-server approach of the current host-centric
Internet. Considering ICN must handle even more amount of
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multimedia data than the current Internet, to facilitate efﬁcient
download, we argue that the dynamic adaptive streaming thus
is a native and essential component in the future Internet [4].
As ICN exploits ubiquitous caching as a networking primitive to enhance information delivery, the challenge of catering
to video content can be coped with by applying a caching
scheme which is aware of the adaptive requests. We therefore
argue that one of the key challenges of dynamic adaptive
streaming over ICN is to decide which and where versions (bit
rates) of video contents should be cached, with the ultimate
goal of improving users’ Quality of Experience (QoE). The
QoE metrics of adaptive streaming are speciﬁed by Oyman
and Singh’s work [5], which include average throughput,
representation switches, playout delay, and so on. To address
the issue of heterogeneous video cache placement in ICN,
our previous work [6] presented an ofﬂine benchmark which
demonstrated the maximal expected throughput of requested
video segments to facilitate rapid streaming over ICN. The
benchmark was solved by optimization which was formulated
as an NP-Complete problem.
In this paper, we propose a novel video caching policy,
StreamCache, which presents a near-optimal solution for realtime cache placement decisions. Our contribution lies not only
in the near-optimality of this solution, but also in establishing
a distributed and low-overhead protocol that scales to heterogeneous scenarios. In each router, StreamCache makes local
decisions on what video content should be cached based on
minimal coordination and aggregated video statistics, avoiding
global knowledge of the network as we required in [6]. We
show that, under various network settings (e.g., available cache
storage and popularity distribution), StreamCache enables
users to achieve near-optimal average throughput compared
with the results in [6] and outperforms current state-of-the-art
caching placement policies in the literature.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II overviews related work including recent research
on caching schemes in ICN and predecessor work on dynamic
adaptive streaming. Section III elaborates the design principals
of StreamCache and explains the steps of our greedy selection
algorithm, detailing the approach of calculating the caching
utility of video contents. Our experiment setup and performance evaluation results are then presented in Section IV,
and we conclude in Section V with our ﬁnal remarks and
propositions for future work in this crucial direction.
II. R ELATED W ORK
While many recent proposals have presented various ICN
architectures, Content-Centric Networks (CCN) proposed by
Jacobson et al. [7] stand out as one of the prominent architectures. In the realm of CCN, Interest and Data are two types

of packets. As their names imply, Interest is dispatched by
subscribers (users) for information and Data encompasses the
requested contents which could be cached anywhere in the
network.
There is already a wealth of research related to the caching
policy design where those works differ by the level of caching
decision coordination and information exchange. Li et al. [8]
proposes saving as much data trafﬁc as possible based on
the popularity of contents. Their approach requires collecting
statistics of contents request frequency and caching decision
coordination among routers along the entire routing paths.
While Li et al. [9] requires only neighbourhood coordination,
utilizing a hash function to eliminate the caching redundancy.
Psaras et al. presents ProbCache model [10] which assigns
each router a caching probability based on its own information
and requires no coordination. Our proposed policy reduces the
statistics exchange between routers and specify the caching
utility compared with [8], particularly for video streaming
application and achieves much better performance than [10]
with limited cache decision coordination.
The problem of caching for dynamic adaptive bit rates of
video contents has also been studied in the domain of CDN, viz
the work done by Lee et al. [11] and Liu et al. [12]. However,
these attempts are mainly devoted to the inﬂuence of cached
contents on the rate adaptation algorithm for smooth switch
among bit rates and fail to address the problem of deciding
what and where to cache with intrinsic caching capabilities
in CCN. Liu et.al. [13] studied caching behavior over CCN
when dynamic adaptive streaming is applied. Their observation
that clients could be served with bit rates even higher than
actual bandwidth discloses the important role of caching on
improving user’s QoE. However, the applied cache decision
policies, which tackle a general caching scenario, are not
designed for dynamic adaptive streaming. Thus, in order to
most beneﬁt the users, it is critical to consider a caching policy
particularly for video streaming applications.
III.

D ISTRIBUTED VIDEO CACHING SOLUTION OVER
I NFORMATION - CENTRIC NETWORKS
We build our video caching system upon the prominent
ICN architecture, CCN, because of the wide support by the
research community and tools available for benchmarking and
simulation. In this section, we ﬁrst detail our StreamCache
system, explaining the network topology and routing protocol
we apply. Next, the caching policy design principals and
the operation of our StreamCache approach in the real-world
application will be elaborated.
A. System Description
Our system primarily targets video delivery in CCN. The
requested videos by all users are assumed to reside in one
video server without considering any replica. This assumption
is derived from the current settings of CCN architecture
because each server would add a unique postﬁx to the names of
contents. Thus, this feature distinguishes each content from all
its replicas. The system contains two different types of routers:
edge and intermediate routers. All clients are served by edge
routers while intermediate routers never connect with clients
directly.
We apply the shortest-path routing scheme, generating a
single Interest forwarding path from each edge router to the
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Fig. 1. Network Topology. The solid lines indicate the forwarding paths
based on the shortest-path routing scheme.

video server, which is depicted in Figure 1. Although CCN
supports multi-path forwarding which increases the resilience
and possibly reduces load at the repository, Rossini et al.
present experimental results in their study [14] which show that
the single-path strategy still achieves the lowest network load
and smallest request hop counts compared with other multipath strategies. Therefore, to reduce the system load which
thereby beneﬁts the video downloading, we adhere to CCN’s
single-path forwarding strategy.
B. StreamCache Design principals
The objective of StreamCache’s caching policy is to improve users’ QoE by maximizing average throughput when
they utilize a dynamic rate adaptation control over ICN. To
reach this objective, several principals must be followed and
met.
First, StreamCache is inclined to cache those video segments which are frequently requested. Caching popular video
contents would increase the probability of cache hits which
ultimately leads to a better cache utilization and higher
throughput. Secondly, in order to scale over a large-scale
network, StreamCache should be able to make distributed
caching decisions without relying on a centralized controller
to synthesize information from the entire network. Thirdly, as
video streaming is a delay-sensitive application which incurs
high-volume and continuous data transmission, large amount
of coordination signals and information exchange would interfere with the normal video delivery which sometimes may even
signiﬁcantly degrade users’ experience. Thus, frequent control
information exchange is not desirable for StreamCache.
In order to cache videos which are frequently requested,
statistics collection is thus necessary. Thanks to the naming
scheme of ICN, such statistics is feasible to obtain by recording
the ‘Name’ of each Interest packet without the need for parsing
the data packet. StreamCache then operates in rounds. Each
round begins with the statistics collection on edge routers. At
the end of each round, StreamCache then makes video caching
decision based on the collected information and starts the next
round. Each ICN/CCN router in our system are only allowed
to cache the designated video contents by StreamCache which
means there is no cache replacement on routers in response to
the data ﬂows during the period of each round.
The size of records of video requests could be considerably
large after a long run. In order not to generate large amount

of coordination data, these records are stored locally on edge
routers and shall never be passed or aggregated with records
of other routers over the network directly. Admitting that
limited coordination is also necessary to efﬁciently utilize the
cache capacity, at the end of each round, the summarized
version of statistics tables are ﬁrst created by each edge router
and delivered along the forwarding path as well as its local
caching decision to the parent node; when the parent node
receives the summarized statistics and caching decisions from
all the children nodes, it then creates its own tables and
passes forward. This procedure continues until all routers in
the network ﬁnish updating their own caching decisions by
local StreamCache protocol, from the edge routers toward the
root of routing topology.
In the remainder of this section, the protocol of constructing the summarized tables and recovering the statistical
information are detailed in Section III-C. Section III-D then
elaborates the algorithm based on statistical information to
make independent caching decision at each router.
C. Deriving Cache Utility
The purpose of calculating cache utility for each video
segment is to rank those chunks which have more effect on
improving users’ average throughput. As analyzed in Section III-B, a more popular video segment shall intuitively
have a higher chance to be cached. Therefore, cache utility
is correlated with video statistics at each router. We start
with modelling user’s requests for dynamic adaptive video
streaming and then explain how to summarize the statistics
tables for cache utility calculation on edge routers, followed
by similar processing on intermediate routers.
1) Characteristics of dynamic adaptive streaming: Under
dynamic adaptive streaming, each video request record could
be abstracted by a tri-tuple: (VideoFile(f), VideoChunk(k),
Bitrate(b)), which represents the request for a video segment
of kth chunk in the ﬁle f , encoded with bitrate b.
The adaptive bit rate (b) contained in the video Interest
is adjusted according to user’s instantaneous link condition
and is not correlated with the video contents that the users are
requesting for. This provides an opportunity to make statistical
analysis on bit rate distribution for users who are under the
service of the same edge routers since those users share a
similar link condition.
We assume that the process of video requests made by
a certain user corresponds to automatically playing a video
by the media player or browser, such that the sequence of
requests made by the same user for video chunks are generated
following the exact video playback. Two consecutive requests
for video chunks exist obvious correlation since as to any
request for a certain video chunk, we know exactly what
request the network is expected to receive (i.e., the next
chunk in the playback, if retransmission is not considered).
Therefore, to quantify such correlation, we use p to describe
the probability for a user to continue watching the next chunk
so that the probability of requesting totally k video chunks
in a certain ﬁle follows the geometric distribution, where
P (X = k) = (1 − p)pk−1 . This modelling corresponds to
the characteristics of most people when watch the video that
start playing from the beginning; keep watching for a period
of time; close the media player when the video gets boring.

2) Cache utility calculation on edge routers: The caching
utility of video segments is to represent the importance of
caching on improving the average throughput. Let us use U to
denote this cache utility, RT Tavg to denote the average round
trip delay of a certain video request, and S to denote the size
of video segments. Thus, the utility function is deﬁned as
RT Tavg
U = P opScore ×
(1)
S
where P opScore represents the popularity score of a certain
video segment. As our policy aims at improving users’ QoE in
terms of average throughput, video requests for those segments
which would result in low throughput need to be cached
in order to reach a better overall performance. Therefore,
the inverse of throughput (RT Tavg /S), together with the
popularity score, indicate what video segments need to be
cached: the higher this utility value, the more importance of
caching.
As video Interests are indexed by the tri-tuple (f, k, b),
P opScore of a certain video segment, P opScore(f, k, b), has
the following relationship
(2)
P opScore(f, k, b) ∝ q(f )pk−1 π(b)
where q(f ) and π(b) represent the probability of request
for video ﬁle f and bitrate b respectively. As we described
the common behaviour of users watching media contents, p
denotes the probability of continuing watching next video
chunk. Thus, in order to watch the kth chunks, previous k − 1
chunks must have already been requested.
In dynamic adaptive streaming, video contents are chopped
into segments while each one contains the same length of
playback time. Therefore, the size of Data is determined only
by its encoded bitrate and the average RT T of video packets
should be measured based on different bitrates as well. If we
consider the ratio of proportional relation in (2) is simply one,
the caching utility of video segment indexed by (f, k, b) thus
could be written as
q(f )pk−1 π(b)RT Tavg (b)
U(f, k, b) =
(3)
S(b)
As mentioned in Section III-B, edge routers in our system
are responsible for recording users’ video requests where each
entry is indexed by the tri-tuple, (f, k, b), and generating
summarized statistics tables for further reference by its parent
node. There are two such summarized tables: Video File Table
and Bitrate Table, as shown in Figure 2. The Video File Table
shows the times of requests for different video ﬁles by counting
the record for the ﬁrst chunk (k = 1) regardless of what bitrates
are encoded with, while we also count the number of video
requests by different bitrates and keep the result in the Bitrate
Table.
The purpose of constructing these two summarized tables
is to limit the size of coordination information exchanged
among routers. Suppose we have a record of video requests,
containing 10,000 video ﬁles where each one is chopped into
1,000 chunks, encoded with 10 different bitrates and we also
need a four-byte storage to keep each count number. The size
of this original statistics record would be roughly 400MB
which will certainly inﬂuence the normal video delivery when
this information needs to be exchanged. With our method, the
size of Bitrate Table will be only 40Bytes and the size of Video
File Table would be roughly 40KB, which are much smaller
compared with the original record.

Name
Video1
Video1
Video2
Video2

Bitrate
900Kbps
250Kbps
250Kbps
900Kbps

Chunk
15+1
30+10
25+5
0+12

Bitrate
Count
250Kbps
150
900Kbps
215
1.2Mbps
30
Bitrate Table(R3)

Cache Decision Table(R3)
Pending new decisions

Name
Count
Video1
200
Video2
150
Video File Table(R1)

Bitrate
900Kbps
250Kbps

Summarized Table
Forwarding Direction

Bitrate
Count
250Kbps
100
900Kbps
35
1.2Mbps
10
Bitrate Table(R2)

Name
Count
Video1
275
Video2
220
Video File Table(R3)
Chunk
15
10

Cache Decision Table(R1)

Fig. 2.

Child Node

R3

R1
Name
Video1
Video1

Parent Node

Bitrate
Count
250Kbps
50
900Kbps
180
1.2Mbps
20
Bitrate Table(R1)

Name
Count
Video1
75
Video2
70
Video File Table(R2)

R2
Name
Video1
Video2

Bitrate
250Kbps
250Kbps

Chunk
30
25

Cache Decision Table(R2)

Summarized Statistics and Cache Decision Table. Information is ﬁrst gathered from child nodes and then parent node updates its local decision.

Using this two tables, we can achieve the parameters, q(f )
and π(b) in Equation (3). We do not keep the third table to
represent the popularity of different video chunks. Instead,
as we claim that the requests for chunks follow a geometric
distribution, we apply the maximum likelihood approach to
estimate the probability of continuing watching the next video
chunk (p). We assume that the size of video chunks encoded
with different bitrates (S(b)) are known by the system and
we also require that each edge router sampling the delay of
video requests to get RT Tavg (b). Therefore, after achieving
all parameters in Equation (3), we can calculate the caching
utility on edge routers.
3) Cache utility calculation on Intermediate routers: The
utility function for intermediate routers to calculate U(f, k, b)
is the same as Equation (3) for edge routers. However, the
problem now comes down to deriving corresponding parameters since intermediate routers own no complete statistical
records to calculate the parameters as we do for edge routers.
We thus require each intermediate router to collect the Video
File and Bitrate Table from its downstream nodes following the
Interest forwarding path to build its own summarized tables.
As shown in Figure 2, router R3 builds the Video File
and Bitrate tables by joining the corresponding tables from
R2 and R1. We update the probability of continuing watching
the next chunk (p) by simply choose the largest value among
its child nodes (i.e., pR3 = max(pR1 , pR2 ), in this example).
RT Tavg (b) for intermediate routers still needs sampling video
requests since the queuing delay is dependent on the network
load and changes hop-by-hop. It is worthwhile to note that,
this utility calculation (for both edge and intermediate) routers
should be done prior to running our distributed caching policy
in order to provide the up-to-date information to facilitate
decision.
D. StreamCache Greedy Selection Algorithm
Our StreamCache policy relies on the summarized statistics
to calculate the caching utility and Cache Decision Tables
from downstream nodes to make greedy choice.
Observe that, as to a certain video ﬁle (f ) encoded with
bitrate (b), if the αth video chunk is chosen to be cached on

a certain router, any video chunk k in the same ﬁle, where
1 ≤ k < α, must have already been cached as well. It is
because the caching utility for those video chunks is larger than
the αth chunk and based on the Equation (3), they should be
cached prior to the αth chunk if there is enough cache capacity.
This observation simpliﬁes our Cache Decision table design. As shown in Figure 2, tuple (N ame, Bitrate) is the
key for the cache Decision table where column named with
‘Chunk’ records the sequence number to indicate which video
chunks have already been cached. For example, the entry of
(Video1, 900kbps, 15) in the table of router R1 means that the
ﬁrst 15 chunks of Video1 encoded with 900kbps have been
cached.
Before running the StreamCache policy, the Cache Decision tables from the downstream nodes still need to be
aggregated as we did for summarized statistics and then the
StreamCache policy would update the chunk sequence, by
appending numbers in this table which represents the local
caching decisions at this parent router (as marked in red colour
in Figure 2).
Let us use W to denote the whole video chunks space and
Vj (i) to denote the cached video chunks on router i which
is the downstream node of router j. In order to cache those
video contents which are commonly interesting to users,
the

available caching space for router j is thus W − i Vj (i).
This idea is reﬂected on the Cache Decision table update rule:
the chunk sequence of each entry in the aggregated decision
table is the maximum number among tables of downstream
nodes. For example, in Figure 2, the decision entry for (Video1,
250kbps) exist both in R1 and R2 which cache the ﬁrst 10 and
30 chunks respectively. However, the chunk sequence number
in corresponding entry of the aggregated table at R3 is 30
which means the R3 would consider caching the same video
ﬁle starting from the 31st chunk. The detailed StreamCache
algorithm is listed in Figure 3.
Lines 1-5 calculate the caching utility on router j based
on the summarized statistics while lines 6-14 aggregate the
caching decision table on router j in order to satisfy the
common interests from downstream nodes. Line 15 sorts the

INPUT: ∀i ∈ Downstream(j), Video File Table (V Fi ), Bitrate Table (BRi ), Cache Decision Table (CDi ), Cache
Capacity at router j (Cj )
OUTPUT: The cache decision update, ΔCDj
1: for ∀i ∈ Downstream(j) do
2:
V Fj := V Fj ∪ V Fi
3:
BRj := BRj ∪ BRi
4: end for
5: Uj := CalculateUtility(V Fj , BRj )
6: for ∀i ∈ Downstream(j) do
7:
for ∀e ∈ CDi do
8:
if e ∈
/ CDj then
9:
Insert e in CDj
10:
else if CDj (e).ChunkSeq < e.ChunkSeq then
11:
CDj (e).ChunkSeq = e.ChunkSeq
12:
end if
13:
end for
14: end for
15: Uj := Sort(Uj )
16: for ∀u ∈ Uj do
17:
if Cj − Size(u.b) ≥ 0 then
18:
if (u.f, u.b) ∈
/ CDj ∨ u.k > CDj (u).ChunkSeq
then
19:
ΔCDj := ΔCDj ∪ {u}
20:
Cj = Cj − Size(u.b)
21:
end if
22:
else
23:
break
24:
end if
25: end for
Fig. 3.

Distributed StreamCache Algorithm

caching utility for all video chunks from the largest to smallest
and lines 16-25 utilize the greedy selection to ﬁll the cache
capacity of router j. The complexity of StreamCache algorithm
is dominated by Sort operation on Line 15, which could be
O(nlogn) on average, where n is the number of video chunks
considered in the system.
IV. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, our proposed distributed StreamCache policy is evaluated under an environment which mimics the real
scenario when dynamic adaptive streaming is applied. We
show that StreamCache achieves signiﬁcant improvement over
popular caching schemes.
A. Simulation Setup
We build our simulation environment over ns-3 based
simulator, ndnSIM [15]. In the simulation, each video ﬁle
is segmented into chunks with a duration of 2 seconds and
we consider four common available bit rates, which are:
250Kbps, 400Kbps, 600Kbps and 900Kbps. We compare the
performance of our StreamCache policy with the optimal
benchmark, DASCache, presented in [6] and two other popular
cache placement schemes in the literature: Cache Everything
Everywhere (CE2) [7] and ProbCache [10].
As highlighted in Section III-B, StreamCache policy operates in rounds. Thus, one test in the simulation contains four
rounds where in the ﬁrst three rounds, routers collect statistics
and refresh the cached video contents and we only measure the
performance of StreamCache on the fourth round. As to CE2 or
ProbCache policy, we apply it over the ﬁrst three rounds (and

TABLE I.

D EFAULT S IMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Number of video ﬁles
Number of video chunks per ﬁle
Number of Nodes
Available bit rates
Size of video chunk (KB)
Skewness factor (α)
Cache capacity percentage (ω)
Cache allocation ratio ()
The probability of continuing watching (p)
Bandwidth

100
15
20
4
{62.5, 100, 150, 225}
0.8
5%
1
0.9
2Mbps

use LRU approach if replacement is warranted) and disable
the cache replacement in the fourth round to measure the
performance. As to the optimal DASCache, it is an ofﬂine
approach such that the cached contents are not refreshed in
the entire simulation.
As StreamCache targets optimizing users’ QoE, we chose
Average Throughput of all users as a core performance metric.
It is measured between two timestamps when an Interest packet
is sent and the corresponding Data packet arrives at the user’s
device.
In the simulation, without loss of generality, we use a tree
topology of 20 nodes (12 edge nodes, 7 intermediate nodes, 1
root node). The average rate of video requests made by users in
the simulation is generated randomly with the only constraint
of not exceeding the load that each link bandwidth could
support. However, as to which video ﬁle should be requested,
we simply choose Zipf distribution where the probability of

requesting f th ﬁle is qf =β/f α , β =( Ff=1 1/f α )−1 . The
requests for video chunks in the same ﬁle is made in sequence
and we control the probability of continuing watching the next
chunk, p. The default parameters used in the simulation are
listed in Table I.
B. Performance Analysis
We test several parameters which may inﬂuence the performance of caching policy, including the cache capacity
percentage (ω), the popularity skewness (α) and the cache
allocation ratio (). ω indicates the total amount of cache
capacity proportional to the size of all video contents. α
controls the shape of Zipf distribution while  is the ratio
of cache capacity of edge routers over intermediate routers.
All experimental results show conﬁdence intervals at a 90%
conﬁdence level.
1) The Impact of Cache Capacity Percentage: To investigate the impact of available cache capacity on the performance
of caching policy, Figure 4a shows the results of average
throughput with increased amount of cache capacity (while
we maintain  = 1). Our StreamCache policy outperforms
CE2 and ProbCache among all test cases. For example, at
ω = 10%, the average throughput of StreamCache is improved
by 52.4% and 45.3% over CE2 and ProbCache respectively.
The reason is that neither CE2 nor ProbCache is a popularitybased scheme which cannot distinguish between requests from
users which are mixed with popular and unpopular contents.
However, StreamCache records statistics so that it could utilize
cache storage more efﬁciently.
Figure 4a also presents that our proposed policy achieves
close performance compared with our previous optimal benchmark. For example, at ω = 10%, StreamCache is only
4.4% worse than the optimal result. Therefore, our designed
distributed caching protocol captures the dynamics of video
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caching system and could be applied in the online processing
application.
2) The Impact of Popularity Skewness: In the simulation,
we suppose that users’ request for video ﬁles follows the Zipf
distribution while we control the parameter α to alter the
popularity score for each chunk. Figure 4b presents the results
across different skewness values. For example, at α = 0.8,
StreamCache improves by 44.0% and 41.8% over CE2 and
ProbCache. When α changes from 0.4 to 1.2, StreamCache
improve signiﬁcantly on average throughput. The reason is
that, at large α, requests concentrate more on a small set of
popular contents which thereby increases the cache utilization.
CE2 and ProbCache receive less impact on performance since
they are less sensitive to popularity changes.
3) The Impact of Cache Allocation Ratio: In addition to the
total amount of cache capacity, the allocation of cache storage
among routers will also inﬂuence the performance of video
caching. As shown in Figure 4c, our StreamCache caching
policy outperforms CE2 and ProbCache among all test cases.
By moving more cache storage closer to users, we can expect
that all caching policies achieve better performance in terms
of average throughput.
As  changes from 0.2 to 5, the cache storage size on edge
routers is around three times larger and the average throughput of StreamCache policy improves by 11.7%. However,
compared with the result form Figure 4a that StreamCache
improves by 18.5% as cache capacity is only one times
larger (ω from 5% to 10%), result in Figure 4c indicates the
importantance of caching on intermediate routers and shows
the effect of cache redundancy. Since the total amount of
available cache capacity is determined, a large  means more
cache storage allocated on edge routers, caching similar video
contents which consequently, increase the cache redundancy.
This less efﬁcient cache utilization thus offsets the beneﬁt
achieved from moving cache closer to the users.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a distributed caching policy,
StreamCache, for dynamic adaptive streaming to facilitate
video delivery over ICN. The simulation presents that StreamCache improves the QoE of users by achieving close-to-theoptimal average throughput of users under variable network
settings. In future work, instead of requiring collecting statistics and responding to the video requests periodically, we
intend to design a model which could dynamically adjust the
decision on the cached bitrates of video contents, inherently
adapting to changing link conditions.
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